INTRODUCTION
It has been shown that the classical symptom-based typology of neurotic disorders (4, 8) is inadequate when transplanted in non-Western cultures (9) . In an early paper on this topic Kleinman (9) illustrated the powerful shaping influence of culture on illness using somatization among Chinese depressives as an example. It is clear not only that depressive disorders present much more commonly with somatic symptoms (11) but that neurotic disorders in general are somatized with a high frequency (1). The vast majority (88%) of a sample of patients presenting with somatic symptoms at the outpatient department of the National Institute of Mental Health and Neurosciences in Bangalore, India, were found to be neurotics. Guatam (3) also noted that Muslims and women had a significantly higher frequency of somatic presentation. The chronic neurotic syndrome of multiple somatic symptoms seen in middle-aged Muslim women -&dquo;Somatic neurosis&dquo; -was briefly described by Janakiramaiah and Subbakrishna (6) . It is now known that this syndrome is not confined to Muslim women. Over the years it has been increasingly realised that the syndrome also occurs, but to a lesser extent, in other communities. John (7) 
